
1-1 Functions - Example 2

Example: Determine if the function:
f (x) = x2

is a 1-1 function.
Recall: A function is 1-1 if no two pairs have the same y−value.

To see if f is 1-1, we can graph f (x) = x2 As we have before

We need to look at the y−values and see if any is shared by two points
To do visualize this, we can draw a horizontal line at each y−value
Is our y−value shared by 2 or more points?
Yes! Many y−values are shared by two point.
Conclusion: The function f (x) = x2 is not 1-1

http://coobermath.com/Inverse_Functions/One_to_one/1_to_1_Definition.pdf
http://coobermath.com/Graph_Shifting/Basic_Graphs/Graph_x_squared.pdf
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